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Katrin Wilkens

© privat

Katrin Wilkens is a freelance journalist, who, among others, has
written for die Zeit, SPIEGEL, Süddeutsche, taz, Nido and Titanic.
Born 1971, Wilkens studied rhetoric, and worked in postgraduate
training. Nowadays, she shares her expertise at “i.do”, where she
helps mothers in their search for a job after parental leave. She
currently lives with her husband and her three children in Hamburg.

Motherhood!

It’s not the kid driving you nuts,
it’s the job you don’t have
To this day, women’s pensions amount to a
mere half while the gender-pay-gap prevails, and
to this day, young mothers compete for the best
cookies on the block. For many young women, the
successful reentrance into the job world proves
to be the biggest challenge in an already busy stage
of their life. Katrin Wilkens helped more than
1000 women find a suitable job, let it be the fulfillment of a vision, or simply something that works.
Katrin Wilkens knows where the problems are at.
With her creative approach she tackles old-age
poverty like no one before. For all mothers
who simply need to breathe again this is both,
provoking and empowering.

Original Title:
Mutter schafft! Es ist nicht das Kind,
das nervt, es ist der Job, der fehlt
Original language: German
Publication in March 2019
224 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Why reentering the job world proves to be
difficult for many young mothers, and how
to still succeed

www.westendverlag.de

Florian Schwinn

© privat

Florian Schwinn (1954) is a journalist for politics and economy.
After working for print and radio, he now produces and moderates
the award winning radio show “Der Tag” (The Day) for the Hessian
Broadcast. For many years, Schwinn’s work has been revolving
around environment protection, and the preservation of natural
resources.

Save the soil!

We have to fight for the life beneath
our feet
Drained and fertilized to death: once our soil
is done, our efforts to change will be, too. Without
fertile soil, there is no future to sustain.
Beneath our feet lie the grounds of our lives. We
live on them, and from them. Establishing a
millimeter of fertile ground can take up to three
hundred years. Pre-industrial agriculture relied
on the reestablishment of Humus. Modern
agriculture treats our soil as mere substrate, mixing
it with fertilizers and the excrements of our
perverted industrial meat complex. For too long,
the health of our soil and of the beings daily
nourishing of its crops has not been a concern.
Florian Schwinn calls for an urgent change,
so we can sustain.

Original Title:
Rettet den Boden!
Warum wir um das Leben unter
unseren Füßen kämpfen müssen
Original language: German
Publication in June 2019
256 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

If we kill our soil, we kill ourselves

www.westendverlag.de

Andreas von Westphalen

© David Krüger

Andreas von Westphalen, year 1972, is a freelance journalist, and
a theatre and radio play director. He studied comparative literature,
and philosophy in Bonn, Oxford, and Fribourg. He’s the author of
several TV features, and he writes for the magazine “Hintergund”.

The Rediscovery of Mankind
Egoism, greed, and competition are
not in our nature

Humans are lazy egoists, and they perform best
under fierce competition. Be it among philosophers, managers, politicians or pub regulars,
everyone will agree that we simply are this way.
It is set to be our nature ever since Darwin’s
“Survival of the fittest” was misinterpreted. Under
these circumstances, capitalism seems to just
suit our ways. Recent studies have revealed that we
apparently misunderstood our nature all along.
The human is a social being who’s most comfortable, and “functions” at its best when in small
groups. Andreas von Westphalen reveals the
consequences our self-misunderstanding has, and
proofs once and for all that overdrawn competition
perverts humans and societies alike.

Original Title:
Die Wiederentdeckung des Menschen.
Warum Egoismus, Gier und
Konkurrenz nicht unserer Natur
entsprechen
Original language: German
Publication in May 2019
224 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Mankind is not made for capitalism
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Mathias Bröckers
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Mathias Broeckers is a free journalist. He has, among others,
written for taz and Telepolis. He’s the author of countless articles,
radio shows, contributions and books. Among his works are
three international bestsellers.

Newton,s Ghost and Goethe,s
Polaroid
About Nature

“Fragment über die Natur” is considered to be the
essential key to Goethe’s perception of nature. It
is at the very beginning of a livelong study of rocks
and plants, man and beast, light and color. It was
the stepping stone to his “tender empiricism”, his
method of choice as a scientist of things. It was
then the pioneer of colored photography, Newton,
who found himself stuck with his “Spectre”, the
light beam broken by a prism, until he studied the
perception of color with Goethe’s method. In
succession, the Polaroid picture was born. Mathias
Broeckers shows that Goethe’s revelations about
nature were ahead of their time, and are more than
ever important for our future.

Original Title:
Newtons Gespenst und Goethes
Polaroid. Über die Natur
Original language: German
Publication in March 2019
128 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Nothing is ever one, everything is always
plenty.

www.westendverlag.de
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Peter H. Grassmann
Dr. Peter H. Grassmann studied physics in Munich, earned his PhD with
Werner Heisenberg, and then went to MIT. For Siemens he developed the
Medical Imaging sector to the billion dollar branch it is today. As chairman of the board he restructured Carl Zeiss. He criticizes radical market
economy, and demands fairness and sustainability. Grassmann is the
recipient of countless distinctions and awards. He has worked for numerous institutions for the improvement of sustainability, and democracy.

Tame the economy!

Only citizen participation can stop
the greed
As a physicist, Grassmann realized the obvious
dangers of our eco-aggressive expansion a
long time ago. As a manager, he identifies the
root of this self-destructive behavior in the
unhinged market economy. As a solution, he
suggests a system in which the economy operates
within a tight, self-committed regulatory
framework, while both market and democracy
rely on citizen participation. Today’s representative
democracy won’t be able to withstand the dangers
of tomorrow. We as citizens have to become a
part of the democratic process. We have to stand
for our convictions. The majority of the people are
against the ongoing course. Most of us are against
pollution and climate change. The former top
manager reveals the inner workings, and provides
a new model for an eco-socially responsible market
economy and a participatory democracy.

Original Title:
Zähmt die Wirtschaft!
Ohne bürgerliche Einmischung
werden wir die Gier nicht stoppen
Original language: German
Publication in March 2019
256 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

End the unhinged market economy!

www.westendverlag.de
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Mathias Broeckers is a free journalist. He has, among others,
written for taz and Telepolis. He’s the author of countless articles,
radio shows, contributions and books. Among his works are
three international bestsellers.
Paul Schreyer, born 1977, is a free-lance journalist for “Telepolis”
and others, and the author of several political non-fiction books,
“Die Angst der Eliten” (Westend 2017).

We are always the Good Guys
How the Cold War is being
re-ignited

A failed arrangement with the EU resulted five
years ago in the protests of the Ukraine to one of
the most dangerous European crisis of the past
decades. With the international bestseller “We are
the Good Guys” (“Wir sind die Guten”), Mathias
Broeckers and Paul Schreyer take a look behind
the scenes of a political game, which has become a
deadly reality. Because since the West is considering a fight against Putin’s Russia about the Ukraine,
the long forgotten fear of war is re-awakening in
Germany as well. But what is that game really
about? Which role do the media play? And whose
interest is it, to let the cold war being re-ignited?

Original Title:
Wir sind immer die Guten. Ansichten
eines Putinverstehers oder wie der
Kalte Krieg neu entfacht wurde
Original language: German
Publication in February 2019
224 pages
Completely revised and extended
edition
70,000 copies sold
Rights sold to Czech Republic and
Russia

www.westendverlag.de
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Timm Koch
Timm Koch studied Philosophy at FU Berlin and Humboldt University Berlin. Ever since his youth, he was indulged in the archaic arts
of botanic cultivation. His wildlife expertise includes gathering wild
fruits and fungi, hunting, fishing, and bee keeping. No wonder then,
that the shackles of modern food production aren’t quite as tight for
him and his family, as they are for the rest of us. His last Book “Herr
Bien und seine Feinde” was also published by Westend Verlag.

The Super Molecule

Hydrogen will save our future,
and here is how
You can power cars or entire houses with it. Ariane-rockets are being sent to space with it already,
and in the future, it might just replace Kerosene for
commercial flights. Its utmost convenient saving
capabilities predestine hydrogen as tomorrow’s
energy source, but yet, there are no real efforts to
advance this super molecule. The industry rather
continues to lay pipelines for oil and gas, while
they frack the earth to pieces to drain the last bit of
oil out of it. Timm Koch’s analysis explains the
latest findings, techniques, and technologies. If
there’s something that has the potential to save our
future, it’s hydrogen.

Original Title:
Das Supermolekül. Wie wir mit
Wasserstoff die Zukunft erobern
Original language: German
Publication in May 2019
192 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Also by Timm Koch:

The Bee and its Enemies

Original Title:
Herr Bien und seine Feinde

“A fresh, personal plea for the bee and
maybe the most interesting book about bees
in 2018.”
WWF magazine

Original language: German
Published in March 2018
224 pages
including many photographs
6,000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Johannes Bröckers
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Johannes Broeckers, born in 1960, studied German philology and
cultural anthropology in Marburg. He’s a journalist, writer, creative
director and the founder of pleasant_net, the bureau for strategic
influence. He lives in Frankfurt am Main.

Shut up, Alexa!

Why I don’t shop at Amazon.
Warning! This book may convince
you to do the same
Almost everyone is shopping at Amazon – it is so
convenient after all. The city centres become
deserted, the streets get clogged and the trashcans
spill over. The manufacturers of quality products
are economically exploited, copied (Amazon
itself produces cheaper anyways) and the concentration on all levels is rising perpetually. And
worse: Alexa is listening to everything, worldwide
in all living rooms, the world’s biggest retailer
knows even the most intimate details of ours – and
today it could already decide what it wants to
sell us tomorrow – currently they are still asking
us, but soon it will arrive on its own. There’s
really only one thing left to say: “Shut up, Alexa!”

Original Title:
Schnauze, Alexa! Ich kaufe nicht bei
Amazon. Vorsicht! Dieses Buch liefert
überzeugende Argumente
Original language: German
Publication in November 2018
96 pages
25,000 copies sold

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Alexander Unzicker
Alexander Unzicker is a trained jurist, but he’s known rather for his
thoughts on latest developments, which the news portal Telepolis
publishes. His background as a neuroscientist allows him to have
remarkable insight into the problems our minds face in today’s
times. His book “Vom Urknall zum Durchknall” (Springer Verlag)
was the scientific book of the year.

Locate your mind, structure
your day
How to think straight during
silly times

If we want to be prepared for the future, we need to
understand the world and how it works, a task that
is steadily getting harder. The media confronts us
with an increasingly superficial and unreliable tide
of information, while we lack the time to process
all of this. So called artificial intelligence drives us
out of our minds, and a steady stream of crisis
keeps us on our toe. We lose sight for decisive
changes happening right in front of us: digitalization, surveillance, losing our freedom of speech.
Alexander Unzicker analyses the challenges posed
by the post-factual epoch with wit and charm. He
ultimately demands for us to have the guts to think
for ourselves.

Original Title:
Wenn man weiß, wo der Verstand ist,
hat der Tag Struktur. Anleitung zum
Selberdenken in verrückten Zeiten
Original language: German
Publication in March 2019
256 pages

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Especially in the days of artificial intelligence,
we Homo sapiens need to improve what
defines us: using our minds in symbiosis.

www.westendverlag.de

Backlist
Silence of the Lambs

How the power elite and neoliberalism destroy
our society
Over the past decades, democracy has been undermined in an unparalleled fashion. Democracy
has been replaced by the illusion of democracy; the
public debate has been replaced by an apparatus
of opinion, and irritation management, and the
ideal of the responsible citizen has been replaced
by the neoliberal ideal of the politically apathetic
consumer. Rainer Mausfeld uncovers the system
behind this indoctrination while exemplifying historic constants and thereby making us aware of the
various psychological methods of manipulation.

Original Title:
Warum schweigen die Lämmer?
Wie Elitendemokratie und
Neoliberalismus unsere Gesellschaft
und unsere Lebensgrundlagen
zerstören
Original language: German
October 2018
304 pages
Including many illustrations
30,000 copies sold
Rights sold to Japan, Serbia and
Taiwan

Rainer Mausfeld is a professor at the University

Fight or Downfall!

Why we have to stand up against
the masters of men
Noam Chomsky is amongst the most important
intellectuals of the present. In this book, Chomsky
talks about the huge questions of our generation:
Why is there so much injustice in this world? Is
humanity about to extinguish itself? Noam
Chomsky went through almost 100 years of revolution, riot, war and destruction – but he’s still
optimistic. He encourages us to go on – there is no
other way out.
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of Kiel. Before his retirement, he was the chair of the
faculty for perception, and cognition studies. He
writes on neoliberal ideology, the deconstruction of
democracy into an authoritarian surveillance state,
and psychological techniques of opinion.

Original Title:
Kampf oder Untergang!
Warum wir gegen die Herren der
Menschheit aufstehen müssen
Original language: German
October 2018
192 pages
18,000 copies sold
Rights sold to France and Italy

Noam Chomsky, born in 1928, is Institute

Middle East and Central Asia. He covers Afghanistan and the drone-war of the US.

www.westendverlag.de
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Emran Feroz is a journalist with a focus on the

© Andrew Rusk

Professor Emeritus for linguistics and philosophy
at the MIT. Chomsky is one of the most famous
left-wing intellectuals.

Backlist
No Capitalism is no Solution

The crisis of todays economy or What we can learn
from Smith, Marx and Keynes
What are the reasons for financial crises? Why are
rich people rich and poor people poor? How does
money work? Where does economic growth come
from? A firm grasp on the classics is necessary to
find answers to these questions and to understand
what went wrong in contemporary economics:
Adam Smith, Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes
– important thinkers whose academic representation is either small, faulty or simply non-existent.
An astounding fact, considering they gave the best
answers to the questions asked above – which is
the reason why they need to be rediscovered.

Original Title:
Kein Kapitalismus ist auch
keine Lösung. Was wir heute von
Adam Smith, Karl Marx und
Maynard Keynes lernen können
Original language: German
Published in September 2016
288 pages
50,000 copies sold
Rights sold to Korea, Taiwan and
Japan

Ulrike Herrmann is economic correspondent,

What the Elites Fear

How can we save our democracy?
The system is in a crisis. Is a direct democracy
the solution? Or are the people incapable of deciding for their own good when the chips are
down? Are they manipulated too easily, do they
fall for every populist’s lure? Often, an outsider’s
success during elections is blamed on the
citizen’s “wrong” vote. But who’s to decide what’s
right and what’s wrong? We had free elections
for a mere hundred years. Is the vote about a parliament’s composition enough to ensure the legitimacy
of a democratic system? Can it prevent the
oligarchs from imposing their rule of the rich?

© Herby Sachs, WDR

parliamentary correspondent and head of the
communications department for the daily newspaper taz since the year 2000. Her publications often
address basic issues of politics, both social and
economic.

Original Title:
Die Angst der Eliten.
Wer fürchtet die Demokratie?
Original language: German
Publication in April 2018
220 pages
7,000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

nalist for “Telepolis” and others, and the author of
several political non-fiction books. “Wir sind die
Guten” (Westend 2014, with Mathias Bröckers)
was a Spiegel bestseller for many months.

© Kristina Becker

Paul Schreyer, born 1977, is a free-lance jour-
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Backlist
Me, Myself and I!

How egoism changes our society
There’s a harsh wind going around, especially in
big cities. People barely perceive one another.
Everybody is mainly focused on him- or herself.
Egoism is en vogue. Neoliberal competition
increasingly dominates everyday culture, while
solidarity declines. The media and advertising
promote the new egoism. Politicians have to realize
the effects of their actions: Is the society about
to crunch?

Original Title:
Ich zuerst!
Eine Gesellschaft auf dem Ego-Trip
Original language: German
October 2018
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Heike Leitschuh studied political sciences

Populism for Beginners

A manual to tempt the masses
At its core, right-wing populism has some very
easy mechanisms: It is “Us against Them”. The book
explains the inner workings of the language, the
methods, and the organisation of populist leaders
and their parties in a clear and eye-opening
fashion. Ultimately, the schemes and the codes of
become plainly visible − and enable you to
successfully debunk and oppose right-wing idiots.
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in Marburg. As freelance journalist, author, moderator and advisor, she focuses on topics such
as business development, de-growth, transformational processes and sustainability. Her texts
were published in several magazines.

Original Title:
Populismus für Anfänger.
Anleitung zur Volksverführung
Original language: German
October 2017
256 pages
12,000 copies sold
Rights sold to Czech Republic

Walter Ötsch teaches Economics and cultural

history at the Cusanus University. His latest book,
“Haider Light” (2000) on Austrian populist Joerg
Haider became bestseller.

www.westendverlag.de
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weekly Falter. She frequently writes on right-wing
populism and is the author of “Against Prejudice:
How to Coquer stupid Accusations with Good
Arguments” (2015).

© Artur Feller

Nina Horaczek is the chief editor of the Austian

Backlist
Prima la musica, dopo le parole

Joachim Kaiser and Marcel Reich-Ranicki
in dispute, moderated by August Everding
During the “Richard-Strauss-Tage 1995” a special
debate took place in Garmisch-Partenkrichen:
Moderated by the legendary August Everding, two
giants of German public culture, Marcel ReichRanicki and Joachim Kaiser, discussed the relationship of text and music in opera. Antonio Salieris
opera “Prima la musica e poi le parole” (1786)
became the headline of this dispute. With “Prima
la musica, dopo le parole” this great moment
of debating culture is first published as a book and
gives pleasure not only to friends of the opera.

Original Title:
Prima la musica, dopo le parole.
Joachim Kaiser und Marcel ReichRanicki im Streitgespräch, moderiert
von August Everding
Original language: German
Published in August 2018
165 pages
Rights sold to Italy

August Everding was one of the most influential

characters of the 20th century theater scene.
Joachim Kaiser was one of the most influential
music critics in Germany. From 1959, he was senior
editor at Süddeutsche Zeitung
Marcel Reich-Ranicki was a literary critic, who
influenced the field of literature significantly.

Helmut Höge has been exploring the fauna for
many years. He is not only interested in the
scientific literature but also in the oberservation
of those who interact with animals and study
their behavior. He is convinced that humans can
learn more from animals than the other way
round. In 2014, Helmut Höge won the Ben-Witterprice, honoring authors who give an unorthodox
perspective on what happens in the world, use
uncommon genres of journalism and literature,
and show a socio-critical sense of humor.

Helmut Höge is an editor at taz and lives in
Berlin. He published a plentitude of books,
under at least as many pen names, with both,
documentary and literary style.

Original Title:
Die lustige Tierwelt und ihre ernste
Erforschung
Original language: German
Publication in August 2018
160 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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The silly fauna and its earnest
exploration

www.westendverlag.de

Backlist
Best of the Basics

Food is politics or why I had to become a farmer
to find true relish
He cooked for the Queen, heads of states, and
hosted a dinner for Vladimir Putin and Angela
Merkel at his “Adler Wirtschaft”. Ever since, he has
been following his philosophy of “best of the
basics”: He farms cattle and pigs himself, ensuring
that they enjoy a life worth living. In his book
Keller critizises the sickening methods of farming
for industrial food production, as well as misrouted politics. But most importantly, he wants to
encourage his readers to look exactly on their
plates and start cooking for themselves again.

Original Title:
Vom Einfachen das Beste.
Essen ist Politik oder Warum ich
Bauer werden musste, um den
perfekten Genuss zu finden
Original language: German
Published in April 2018
256 pages
Including many photographs and
selected recipes
30,000 copies sold
Rights sold to Korea

Franz Keller is one of the most critically

The New Drinking Culture

Perfect food-pairings without alcohol
Nicole Klauss presents the versatile and exiting
world of alcohol-free beverages: a world of
unbelievable taste adventures, where juices, teas
and historic as well as newly developed beverages
meet the ambitious cuisine. Discover refined
creations as you learn everything about the taste
variety alcohol-free beverages can provide.
Whether at home or at the restaurant, exciting new
pairings and tastings are ready to be discovered,
because: Sober is the new drunk!

Original Title:
Die neue Trinkkultur. Speisen perfekt
begleiten ohne Alkohol
Original language: German
Published in 2017
272 pages
Designed, illustrated and
colourized throughout
6,000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Nicole Klauss graduated in Art History and

Romanism to start a career in art consulting
and her schooling in oenology. Becoming mother
of two children, she intensified her interest for
the non-alcoholic, refined cuisine while consulting
caterers and restaurant owners. Always on the
look-out for new tasting experiences, she blogs on
food-pairings and innovative beverages.

© Volker Wenzlawski
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acclaimed Michelin-Star chefs in Germany. He was
trained under such legends as Jean Ducloux
and Paul Bocuse, and was among the first proponents of the “New German cuisine”. Eventually,
he then resigned from the Michelin-fuss to follow
his own philosophy “best of the basic”.
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